
Key Features:

• Three-line analog telephone

• Expandable—grows to a system of 

up to eight stations

• Integrated Call Display and Visual

Call Waiting—show you who’s calling,

even when you’re on another call*

• Full-duplex speakerphone with 

AudioEdge—for exceptionally clear,

natural-sounding handsfree

conversations

• Built-in handsfree intercom

• 200-name and number Directory

• Network-based system—works with

other Venture telephones, with no

centralized controller required

• Quick and easy installation—install

the system yourself and start using 

it immediately

Venture
Three-Line Telephone

For small businesses, home offices, or

homes with multiple lines, Venture delivers

sophisticated, multiline-system features

without the investment or installation

hassles of a key system.
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The Venture Three-Line 

telephone is Year 2000 compliant.

For more information, contact your

Aastra Telecom representative, or call

(905) 760-4200.
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Venture Enhanced Feature Adapter

• Conference, Transfer, and Services keys

• 200-name and number Callers List*

• Paging with one or all phones in the Venture system

• Eight memory keys

• Backlit display with wide viewing angle

• Busy Station indicators

• Barge-in protection

• Visual ringing/extension-in-use/hold indicator

• Hold, Flash, and Goodbye keys

• Visual Message Waiting indicator*

• 30 user-selectable options including 

toll restrictions, room monitor, call timer, 

and headset capability

• Easy installation

• Cord management with single line to the desktop

• Hearing aid compatible/ADA compliant

• English/French/Spanish display prompts

• Angled or wall mount

• One-year warranty

Specifications
• Dial: Tone

• Power: 16 Vac transformer

• FCC: Complies with FCC Part 15 and Part 68 

• Weight: 1.1 kg.

• Dimensions: 17.1 cm L x 28.7 cm W x 5.1 cm H

• Colours: Black, Chameleon Grey, or Almond

• Ordering Codes

Black: A0637781

Chameleon Grey: A0637782

Almond: A0637783

* Functionality of some features assumes 

availability and customer subscription to 

service provider offerings. 

Thousands of home offices and small

businesses share a common dilemma: how to

get the advanced, hard-working communica-

tions systems needed in today’s competitive

marketplace—without the investment and

installation hassles. 

With the Venture three-line telephone,

you have the solution. Venture is the first

KSU-less system offering integrated Call

Display and Visual Call Waiting* right on the

telephone. Because the system intelligence is

loaded into the phone, no centralized

controller is required. 

Venture delivers the same features usually

found on more expensive PBX and key sys-

tems, making sophisticated capabilities like

intercom, shared directories, conferencing,

and call transfer available to small businesses,

home offices, and multi-line residences.

There’s no training needed, because prompts

on Venture’s display window tells you exactly

what to do. 

The full duplex speakerphone includes

digital signal processing and a tiny “ported”

loudspeaker that delivers a “big speaker”

sound. The result?  Exceptionally clear,

natural-sounding handsfree communication

you can really use.

Venture can grow right along with your

needs—from a single telephone to an eight-

station system. And best of all, installation is 

a snap. In many cases, Venture can be used

with your existing wiring. Just follow the sim-

ple step-by-step display prompts on the screen

to set the options and customize the phone to

your needs. Nothing could be simpler!

Venture offers impressive capabilities in

one easy, affordable system. That’s a solution

to everyone’s dilemma!

Venture Three-Line Telephone
Feature Highlights
• Three-line analog telephone

• Full-duplex speakerphone with AudioEdge

• Call Display and Visual Call Waiting*

• Built-in handsfree intercom

• 200-name and number Directory

• Compatible with Venture Three-Line

Telephone with Answering Device and


	Venture 3 three line phone from Telephone Magic!

